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Effective Computation with Group Homomorphisms
GREGORY BUTLER
Basser Department of Computer Science,
University of Sydney, Sydney 2006, Australia
Algorithms for effectively computing with group homomorphisms are presented . Particular
emphasis is given to those homomorphisms induced by invariant subsets and systems of
imprimitivity of a permutation group, and by the right cosets of a subgroup in an arbitrarily
represented group
. The algorithms allow the computation of images and preimages of
elements and subgroups, as well as the computation of the image and kernel of the
homomorphism .
A discussion of coset enumeration in permutation groups is included .
1. Introduction
There are several classes of homomorphisms that arise naturally in the study of finite
groups. Each of these homomorphisms is induced by the action of a group G on a finite
set X, An action is defined by specifying for each pair (x, g) e XxG an element x * g of X
such that x * identity = x, for all x e X, and (x * g) * h = x * (gh) for all x e X, g, h e G . Let
E(X) denote the set of all permutations on X. There is a homomorphism 0 : G-rE(X)
induced by the action of G on X given by
x01 ° 1 = x * g .
Three important examples of actions and the induced homomorphisms follow .
Let G be a permutation group acting on a set Q . Given a G-invariant subset A of SL, the
transitive constituent homomorphism sends each g in G to its restriction on A . If B is a
system of imprimitivity (or block system) for G, the blocks homomorphism sends each g in
G to the permutation it induces on B .
Let G be an arbitrary group with a subgroup H. The coset homomorphism sends each g
in G to its induced action on the right cosets of H in G .
The aim of this paper is to present methods of effectively computing with these
naturally arising mohomorphisms . We also offer some comments on computing with
more general classes of homomorphisms .
We shall take the notion of effective computation with a homomorphism
0
: G-G to
mean the ability to perform the following tasks .
1 . Construct the image imo of G .
2. Construct the kernel kerb,
3. Given an element g of G, construct 0(g) .
4. Given an element h of im4, construct an element g of 4
-t (h) .
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5 . Given a subgroup H of G, construct O (H) .
6. Given a subgroup H of imrp, construct O'(H) .
To construct an object means to form sufficient information about the object so we may
readily compute with the object . In the case where the object is a subgroup of a
permutation group, this will mean forming a base and strong generating set of the
subgroup. Also, when we are given a subgroup of a permutation group, we assume that a
base and strong generating set of the subgroup are known . (The concepts of a base and
strong generating set are explained in the next section .)
The methods for forming the images of individual elements under the homomorphisms
of concern in this paper were known previously, as were algorithms for determining the
kernel of the blocks homomorphism and the homomorphism induced by the cosets of a
subgroup. They are included here for completeness . No earlier methods for computing
preimages are known to the author . The algorithm of section 6 which constructs the
kernel of the blocks homomorphism is superior to an earlier algorithm which was based
on Sims' set stabiliser algorithm (Butler, 1982) .
After introducing the relevant concepts and notation in section 2, we briefly discuss the
base change algorithm in section 3 . The base change algorithm plays a central role in
most of the algorithms of later sections . Section 4 treats the transitive constituent
homomorphism, and its application to matrix groups is discussed in section 5 . The
algorithms for the transitive constituent homomorphism serve as models for the
algorithms of the other homomorphisms . The blocks homomorphism is treated in section
6. After an interlude in section 7 where the reader is introduced to the techniques for
computing coset tables in permutation groups, section 8 presents algorithms for
computing with the homomorphism induced by the cosets of a subgroup . The discussion
of section 8 is not limited to permutation groups, but considers those classes of groups for
which we can form intersections and test membership in a subgroup . The key to each of
the above three homomorphisms is to determine the preimage of the subgroup which is
the stabiliser of a point in the image . Some issues raised in section 8 are relevant to
section 9 which discusses homomorphisms defined on a group by specifying the images of
a set of generators of the group .
Later sections require algorithms for constructing the normal closure of a subgroup
(Butler & Cannon, 1982), the intersection of two permutation groups (Butler, 1982 ; Sims,
1971b), and the core of a subgroup (Butler & Cannon, 1979) .
All the algorithms have been implemented as part of the Cayley system (Cannon, 1984) .
The notation is either standard or explained as it is introduced . The algorithms are
presented using a combination of Pascal-like control structures and English statements .
2 . Concepts and Notation
The basic facts we require from general group theory may be found in MacDonald
(1968), while Wielandt (1964) contains the theory of permutation groups . Below, we
briefly present those aspects of computational group theory which we require . Fuller
discourses occur in Butler & Cannon (1982), Leon (1980), and Sims (1971a, b) . They also
contain some fundamental algorithms relevant to this paper .
We follow the notation of Leon (1980) . So
-G is a permutation group acting on the set of points fl
-a° is the image of the point a under the element g
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-a' is the orbit of a under G
- G,, is the stabiliser of a in G
-B =
[N t , 92, • • ., Nk]
is a base for G
-G(`)
is the ith stabiliser of G, 1 < i < k+ 1
-SM =Sr)G( `) , 1<i<k+1
-Y) is the ith basic orbit /3G('), 1 < i < k
-u(°(a) is a fixed element of G t> that maps / 1 to a c Y) , I < i < k
- UM is the ith basic transversal {ul`°(a)I a e Y ) }, 1 < i < k .
One important fact is
(a) if g e G maps at, Q2,
. . ., /3, to a t , a 2 , . . ., a, respectively, then G ( ' + 1) g is precisely the
set of elements of G which map /3 1 ,
N2 , . .
., /l, to
061,
a2 , . . ., a, respectively .
The set U ( ` ) may be conveniently represented as a Schreier vector, when the coset
representatives u( (a) and their words are chosen so the words form a Schreier system .
The ath entry v[a] in a Schreier vector v is the last term of u~`~(a) regarded as a word in
the generators SM of G«), A Schreier vector has a distinguished entry for f,, so that the
word for ui`)(a) may be constructed by tracing through the vector from a to /3, . The
algorithm
u : -- identity ;
while a
0
/3, do
begin
u : = v[a]u ; a := a°1"
1
;
end ;
forms u = 0°(a) given the Schreier vector v . If we assume that S is closed under inverses,
then v[a] - I may be obtained by accessing a table of inverses . Let m, be the length of
u''°(a) as a word in V). Then the above algorithm requires 41n, operations to determine
um(a) as a word, and (3+~QI)m ; operations to determine u"""(a) as a permutation . (In the
context of this paper, an operation is a memory access or store .)
The above algorithm is easily modified to form the image of a point, set of points, or
sequence of points under the action of u (t) (a)
-1
without the need to store 0 )(a) or its
inverse .
3 . Base Change Algorithm
It is often necessary to choose a base B = [A1,
h2,
. . ., fF] for G which is appropriate to
the problem at hand . One may already know a base B and a strong generating set S
relative to B, but desire a strong generating set S relative to B in order to simplify the
solution of the problem . The process of constructing S from S and B is called a base
change. The first known algorithm for changing the base is due to Sims (1971a, b) . His
algorithm performs a sequence of interchanges of adjacent base points . Butler (1979)
produced a more efficient algorithm by preceding the interchanges of base points by
conjugation by an appropriate element of the group G .
Some remarks on the complete base change are in order . A change of base may
introduce redundancies into the strong generating set. An algorithm of Sims (1971b) may
eliminate some or all of these redundancies .
One last remark is related to changing the base via a conjugating element . A problem is
often simplified (either conceptually or for implementation) if we regard the set 0 as
{1, 2, 3, . . ., IS2I}, and the base B as [1, 2, . . ., k] . This in effect is a relabelling of the
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original problem, and may be achieved by conjugating by an element of the symmetric
group on 0 which maps the base B to [1, 2, . . ., k] . After solving the problem, the
original labelling is obtained by conjugating by the inverse of the element . This method
may be used in section 7 where we require an order on S so that
N1,
/32 , . . .,
f3k
are the
first k points .
4 . Transitive Constituent Homomorphism
Throughout this section, G will be a permutation group acting faithfully on a finite
set S . Let the subset A of 0 be invariant under the action of G._ Let E(A) denote
the symmetric group on 11, 2, . . ., JAS} . Then for each bijection between A and
{1, 2, . . ., JAI}, there is a homomorphism
0 :
G -+ E(A)
defined by restricting the action of an element g to A (and relabelling) . Hence, for a, f3 e A,
the image of a under ¢(g) is
f
if and only if a' = f3 .
For a e A, the stabiliser of a in the image of G is simply the image of G, since g e G
fixes a if and only if 0(g) fixes a . Therefore, if a t , a 2 , . . ., a" are points of A such that
a,
is the pointwise stabiliser in G of A, then not only is the kernel of t//,
but [a l , a 2 , . . ., ar ] also forms a base for the image of 0 . Furthermore, suppose the subset
S of G contains a set of generators for each subgroup in the chain
G j
G,
i Ga,,az i
. . . GO!,
,az,
. . . .ar
then O(S) contains a set of generators of each group in the stabiliser chain of imcfi relative
to the base [a l , a 2 , . . ., ar ] . That is, O(S) is a strong generating set of imo relative to
[at, a2'
. . ., a r ] .
So, given an arbitrary base and strong generating set of G, we proceed by choosing a
base
B = [a,, a 2 , . . ., a
r , f31, l2,
. .,
f33]
for G such that a l , a 2 , . . ., ar e A and
Ga,,az, . . . « r
is the pointwise stabiliser of A in G .
Applying the base change algorithm if necessary, we may assume a strong generating set S
of G relative to B is known . Now we may perform each of the basic tasks as follows .
1 . Constructing the image of the group .
The sequence $_ [a t, a 2 , . . ., a r] is a base for imt, and the set O(S-Str+ll) forms a
strong generating set of imq5 relative to ff .
Note that the restriction of an element of S 1
r+
1 > is the identity . Furthermore, the set
O
(S-S1r+
l
1 ) may contain redundant strong generators . Some redundancies may be
eliminated by an algorithm of Sims (1971b) .
2. Constructing the kernel .
The kernel of 0 is G a1,az, ,, . ,ar which has [f31, /32,
. . ., f3s]
generating set relative to this base,
as a base and SO' I' ) as a strong
3, Constructing the image of an element .
The image of an element g of G is formed by restricting its action to A and relabelling
using the bijection : A--* {1, 2, . . ., JAI} . This bijection is easily stored as a vector indexed
by S2 .
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4 . Constructing the preimage of an element .
Given an element h in the image imq5, we determine points y l , y 2 , . . .,
yr
in A such that
I < i < r, by using the inverse of the relabelling Then the base B for G and any
strong generating set of G relative to B allow the computation of an element g in G which
maps a, to yi , 1 < i 5 r . The element g belongs to 0
-1 (h) . In fact,
0
-1(h) is the right coset
(ker(/1)g .
The inverse of is readily stored as a vector indexed by {1, 2, . . .,
logy}
.
5 . Constructing the image of a subgroup .
Suppose we are given a base and strong generating set of a subgroup H of G . Apply the
base change algorithm to H to form a strong generating set T relative to B . Then H is a
base for
O(H) and cb(T - V"" ) ) is a strong generating set of O(H) relative to ff.
6. Constructing the preimage of a subgroup .
Suppose we are given a base and strong generating set of a subgroup H of img5 . Apply
the base change algorithm to H and form a strong generating set T of H relative to ff.
Using the method described in (4), form T ={0-1(t)I(t c- T} . We claim that Tu Slr+ 1 > is a
strong generating set of H
= 0
-1(H) relative to B .
Clearly B is a base for H, and
St"+t>
is a strong generating set of Ht"
+1
> . If TU S("
+1
) is
not a strong generating set, then there exists a group Ht`>, 1 < i < r, in the stabiliser chain
of H for which the group generated by T 1> U SO
+1>
is properly contained in H(`>. But, since
S(r+1)
generates ker4, this implies that (I(T
( ')) generates a proper subgroup of Ht`), thereby
contradicting the fact that T is a strong generating set of H relative to H.
The algorithms as implemented in Cayley (Cannon, 1984) consist of a major routine
which produces a table holding the information necessary to efficiently perform the above
tasks. The table stores
(a) the vector describing the bijection : 0-+{1, 2, . . ., JAI},
(b) a vector for the inverse of -,
(c) the base B = [ a1, a2, . . .,
ar,
I'1, h'2,
(d) the base B = [a l , &2 , . . ., ar] and the strong generating set O(S-S ("' )) of imo, and
(e) the base [f31,
N2,
. . ., its ] and the strong generating set S (r +1) of kercb .
The routine requires about five seconds of CPU time (on a CDC Cyber 825) for groups of
degree between 1500 and 2000 .
5. Matrix Groups and the Transitive Constituent Homomorphism
The concepts of base and strong generating set apply to matrix groups when we regard
a matrix group as acting on the vectors of the corresponding vector space, and also on the
one-dimensional subspaces of the vector space . It was demonstrated in Butler (1976,
1979) and Butler & Cannon (1982) that all the fundamental algorithms associated with
the concepts of base and strong generating set can be effectively implemented for matrix
groups . This includes the base change algorithm . Therefore, the techniques of the
previous section can be applied if we have a subset of vectors and/or one-dimensional
subspaces that is invariant under the action of a matrix group . The image of the
homomorphism is a permutation group, and one may apply this class of homomorphisms
in order to utilise the various permutation group algorithms available, since they are often
more powerful than their matrix group counterparts .
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6. Blocks Homomorphism
Let G be a transitive permutation group acting faithfully on a finite set Q . A partition
B = {B 1 , B2 , . . ., Bt } of f is a system of imprimitivity of G if G permutes the subsets
B 1, B 2 , . . ., B, amongst themselves . (The subsets B1, B2,, . ., B, are also called blocks .)
Atkinson (1975) presents an algorithm for determining the systems of imprimitivity of a
permutation group given a set of generators . Let E be the symmetric group on
{1, 2, . . ., t} . There is a homomorphism
0
:G--;E
where the image 0(g) of a permutation g maps i to j if and only if Bq = Bj .
A permutation 4(g) stabilises i if and only if g fixes the block B. as a set . Let G B , denote
the setwise stabiliser of the block B; . Then the image of GB , is the stabiliser of i in imo .
Furthermore, the image of a set of generators of GB , will generate the stabiliser of i in im4 .
We therefore choose blocks B ;,, B; 2 , . . ., B t in B such that any permutation which
stabilises each of the blocks B;,, B; 2 , . . ., B 1 ,. stabilises every block of B . That is,
GB,,,
8, 2	B, r = fl G
B = kerq5 .
BEB
Then
[il,
i 2 , . . ., ij is a base for im¢ . A strong generating set of imq relative to this base
may be computed by taking the images of the sets of generators of each group in the chain
G i GB i GB B,2 i
. . .
GB,,,Bt2 8i,,-
The first problem then is to compute a base and strong generating set of the stabiliser
GB of a block B. We assume that a base and strong generating set of G are known . Once
such an algorithm is known, it may be applied repeatedly to form each group in the
chain,
Let B e B and let b be any point in the block B. It follows from the definition of a
system of imprimitivity, that if a permutation g maps b to a point in B, then g fixes B
setwise. That is, g e G B . An immediate consequence is that G b 5 GB . Furthermore, G b is
the stabiliser of b in GB . Another consequence is that the orbit of b under GB is precisely
the intersection of B with the orbit b° . These facts may be used in conjunction with the
following lemma to prove the correctness of the algorithm that we present below .
LEMMA. Let T be a subset of a permutation group H . If T contains a strong generating set
of Hb ,far some point b, and if the orbit of b under H is the same as the orbit of b under <T>,
then T is a strong generating set of H (relative to some base beginning with b) .
A block B is fixed by GB , , if and only if the orbit of b under GB ,, is contained in B for
any point b in B . These facts lead to an algorithm, which we call blocks image, to produce
a base and strong generating set of im4 and also a base and strong generating set of kerrb .
algorithm blocks_image ;
input: a base and strong generating set of a group G ; a system of imprimitivity
B = [B1, B2,
. . ., B1] ;
output: a base B and a strong generating set S of imq ; a base and strong generating set T
of K = kero, for the blocks homomorphism 0 ;
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begin (*blocks_ image*)
K : = G; T : = strong generators of G ;
B : = [ ]; S : = empty set ;
for i : = 1 tot do
begin (* K is
GB,,
B2
. . •
. .Bi-, *)
choose a point b in B i ;
form F : = bK-{b} ;
if not (F < B 1) then
begin (* non-redundant block to stabilise *)
change base of K to start with b ;
T : = strong generating set of K b ;
F := IFnB1 ;
(*extend T to generate KB, *)
while F =A empty set do
begin
choose y e I;
take
g
= u (1)(y) of K as an element mapping b to y ; T := T u {g} ; F := IF -b<T> ;
end ;
(* add next group to stabiliser chain of im4 *)
append i to B;
add
{(k(9)Ig
e T} to 9 ;
K : _ <T>
; (* T is a strong generating set of K relative to the present base for K *)
end ;
end ;
end . (* blocks_image *)
The reader will note that the transitivity of G is not required for the algorithm to be
correct. It is only necessary that the group G permute the blocks amongst themselves .
The inverse problem arises during the determination of preimages of subgroups . In this
situation we know a base and strong generating set of GB , for some block B, and we know
a set of generators of G. The problem is to determine a base and strong generating set of
G. Equivalently, we require a base and strong generating set for some point stabiliser G a
in G . The solution is to choose a point b in B as the point a. Then the stabiliser G b is
precisely the stabiliser of b in GB , which can be determined by applying the base change
algorithm to GB . Inserting the point b at the start of the base for G b, and adding the
generators of G to the strong generating set of G b gives the desired base and strong
generating set of G .
Before presenting methods to perform the six basic tasks, we will relate the blocks
homomorphism to a transitive constitutent homomorphism . This allows us to omit the
justification of the methods for blocks homomorphisms by referring the reader to the
justifications in section 4 for the transitive constitutent homomorphisms .
We may regard G as acting on the set B u Q . Then B is invariant under G, and the
blocks homomorphism is precisely the transitive constituent homomorphism. As in
section 4, we form a base [B;,, B, 2 , . . ., B;r,
91,
/3 z , . . ., JS] where
GB1,,Biz, . . .,B,,.
= n
GB
Bell
and form the corresponding strong generating set . Here, however, we work with the
representation of G on 0 and use the algorithms of this section to convert from block
stabilisers to point stabilisers, and vice versa .
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1 . Constructing the image of the group .
Algorithm blocks image computes a base and strong generating set of im4 .
2 . Constructing the kernel .
Algorithm blocks image computes a base and strong generating set of kero .
3 . Constructing the image of an element .
If we store a list of representative points b 1 , b2 , . . ., b, for the blocks B 1 , B 2 , . . ., B„ and
also store a vector indexed by f which gives the number of the block containing a given
point, then it is straightforward to determine cb(g) from an element g of G .
4. Constructing the preimage of an element .
Given an element h in imcb, its preimage is determined as in section 4 . Now, however,
we operate in the representation of G on 0 rather than on B u n, which complicates
matters slightly .
For each group GB,,,B12, . . .IDi,n_,, 1 , m ` r, we store a set of generators and the Schreier
vector of the orbit of b 1 ,, . In order to find an element mapping B i ,,, to BJ, we choose a
point y in the intersection of BJ and the orbit of b,,,,, and take the element mapping b,- to y
as determined by the Schreier vector .
5 . Constructing the image of a subgroup .
Given a base and strong generating set of a subgroup H of G, then algorithm blocks
image will determine a base and strong generating set of &1(H) since the blocks of B are
permuted amongst themselves by H .
6. Constructing the preimage of a subgroup .
Let H be a subgroup of im4, and let H=0 -1(H) . As in the case of the transitive
constituent homomorphism, we can form generators for each group in the chain
H % HB,, > HB,1
.B,,.
%
. .
. 3
HB, 1 , B12	B,,.
by changing the base of H to [i 1 , i 2 , . . ., i,.] and using the methods in (4) above . The
problem is to use this information to form generators for a chain of point stabilisers in H;
that is, form a base and strong generating set of H . Since HB,1,B12, . . .,B1, is kero (and we
know a base and strong generating set of ker4 by (2) above), the problem is to work up
the chain of block stabilisers forming a base and strong generating set of HB11 , Bi21 . . . , B , m _,
using a base and strong generating set of HB,1,B12,
. . . .
B , m and the generators of
HB11,B12,, . .,a,,„_, .
This is precisely the inverse problem solved previously in this section .
The complete process is presented as algorithm blocks preimage . The strong generating
set of H so produced may contain redundancies, some of which may be eliminated using
the algorithm of Sims (1971b) .
algorithm blocks_ preimage ;
input : a strong generating set T of a subgroup H of imo relative to the base
i1, 2,
a base and strong generating set of kero ;
output: a base and strong generating set T of H = -1 (H) ;
begin (* blocks preimage *)
(*a base and strong generating set of
HB,1,B,2-
.,B,'
*)
H : = kerq ;
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(* work up the chain of block stabilisers *)
for m : = r down to 1 do
begin (* form a base and strong generating set of HB,,,B,	B,,„_, *)
choose a point b in Bi. ;
change base of H to start with b ;
T := 0 - '(Tt')) u strong generators of Hy ;
H : = <T > ; (*with base of previous H and strong generating set
T *)
end;
end . (* blocks- preimage
The table of information required by the blocks homomorphism routines is as follows .
(a) a list of representative points b„ b2 , . . ., b, of the blocks,
(b) a vector giving the partition B of Q ; that is a map from 52 to 11, 2, . . ., t},
(c) a base [i 1 , i 2 , . . ., i,] and strong generating set of imo,
(d) a base [131,
F'2,
. . ., /3S] and strong generating set of kero, and
(e) for each m, I < in < r, generators of GB,,B,2,,, .,pem _ , and the Schreier vector of the
orbit of b t ,,, under the action of this group .
The routine to construct the table required about eleven seconds of CPU time (on a
CDC Cyber 825) for a group of degree 1024 with 512 blocks of size two . The routine is
essentially algorithm blocks image .
7 . Coset Tables of Permutation Groups
Before discussing the homomorphism induced by the action of a group G on the right
cosets of a subgroup H, we wish to present some techniques for computing coset tables in
the case where G is a permutation group . These techniques are due to Sims (1971b),
Richardson (1973), and Leon (1980) . We will not discuss the Todd-Coxeter algorithm for
groups given by defining relations . Cannon et al. (1973) and Neubiiser (1982) contain a
thorough discussion of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm .
The first problem is to define and compute a canonical coset representative . This will
give a solution to the problem of determining whether two cosets are equal, or,
equivalently, whether an element belongs to a given coset .
Let G be a permutation group acting faithfully on a set 0 . Let H be a subgroup of G,
and let B = [fat, /32, • • ., f'k]
be a base for G . Order the points of n so that the first k
points are /3 1 , p 2 , . . ., /3k respectively . There is an induced lexicographical order on G, which
corresponds to the induced lexicographical order on the base images B 9 , for g in G. For
an element g of G define the canonical representative
0
of the coset Hg to be the first
element in the coset under this induced order on G . Since the image of the base
completely determines the element of the group, and since the order on G corresponds to
the order on base images, this means that g has the minimal base image of all elements in
Hg. As Sims (1971b) puts it, the element
g
is the first element in H~ if and only if, for all i,
1 < i < k, and for all a in 1311"' different from
Ja i , J3( < a° .
The aim of algorithm canonical representative, which is presented below, is to determine
the base image [cv 1 ,
c)
e , . . ., wk] of the canonical representative
0
from the element g (and
the information contained in the base and strong generating set of H) . Suppose the
algorithm has determined
WE' . . .
i_1] = [w 1 , w 2 , . . .,
0) 1- 11-
6
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Then co, is the first point in the set
{f;°Ih e H and hg maps to [w1, ('02,
. . .,
cui-1]}
which is
(r'il`'))h'g
for any element h' of H such that h'g maps /3[1 i-1] to w[l . . . i-1], since H")h'g is
the set of elements hg with h e H and hg mapping /3[1 • • • i- 1] to w[1 . . . i- 1] .
algorithm canonical- representative ;
input : a base B =
[N1, #21 .
. .,
fik]
of a permutation group G ;
a strong generating set of a subgroup H of G relative to B;
an element g of G ;
output: the base image [w1 , w 2 , . . ., w k] of the canonical representative of Hg ;
begin (* canonical_ representative*)
g : = g; (*
g
will be the canonical representative*)
for i :=1 to k do
begin
find a ; e fil °' such that a; is the first point in
wi := ai ;
trace the Schreier vector of He i r to determine u l := ti
(i)
(at) ;
J = uro ;
end ;
end. (* canonical_ representative*)
Some remarks about algorithm canonical representative are in order . First, the
algorithm could return the element
TI : = "kuk- 1 . .
ut g, however, only the base image
[w 1 , w2 , . . ., wk ] is required for the formation of a coset table . The reader will also note
that
Uk
is never required (if g is not required) and so in the last iteration of the loop there
is no need to trace the Schreier vector .
Second, there are two strategies available for finding the point ai . One could consider
each point of /3H` ° , form its image under
ul_lul-2
u 1 g, and keep track of the current
minimum image until all points of /3H `i' have been considered . This strategy always
requires the formation of I/3f'images . Alternatively, one could consider the points of S2
in order as a possible choice of wi . If the image a l of the point under
(ul-1ul-2 • • . u1 g) -1
lies in the orbit fly" ) , then the search is over. This strategy requires between 1 and
101
-
INr'I
images to be formed .
Third, there is the possibility of representing g and
ul_ 1 ui-2
.
.
. u 1 g as either an explicit
permutation or as a word in terms of some generating set, since the Schreier vectors of H
naturally determine each ui as a word in the strong generators of H. To analyse both
situations, let m be the number of operations required to trace a point under the action of
g, let m 1 be the length of ur as a word in the strong generators of H, and let
pr
be the
number of images formed (under ui- 1 ul_ 2
.
. . u 1 g or its inverse) while determining a i and
wi . If
ui-1ui-2
. . . u 1 is represented as an explicit permutation, then the algorithm
requires p l(l+m) operations to determine w l , and (3+IS21)m i operations to trace the
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Schreier vector and form
u1u1-1
• • • ul from
ui-tui-2
• • • u 1 . Hence, the total cost is
k
k k-1 k-1
Z
p1+m Y p 1 +3
E
m1+I)I
m 1 .
i=1
1=1
i=1
i=1
1=1
Now
pi
is bounded by the minimum of I/3fr °'I and
I0I-IRH°'I,
if we allow a flexible choice of
strategy when finding a 1 . Define the length of H by
len(H) _ min(I
fl
y 11 I, ICI-IflH° I)
i=1
Our conclusion is that u i_ 1 u1-2
. . .
u l should be represented as a word whenever
len(H)
< ICI .
It is now a simple matter to compute a coset table . The necessary list of coset
representatives should be stored as base images, if space is an important consideration.
Sims and Leon have observed that, providing an entry and its inverse are filled at the
same time, the initial segment of the coset table may be kept on secondary storage as we
only alter entries below the current coset representative being processed .
8. Homomorphism Induced by the Cosets of a Subgroup
Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup of G . In theory, G may have an arbitrary
representation. However, if the methods of this section are to perform efficiently, then G
should either be a permutation (or matrix) group or have very small order .
Let [g] denote the coset Hg where g e G, and let cos(G,
H)
be the set of all right cosets
of H in G. There is an action of G on cos(G, H) defined by
[91]
92
= [9192]
for all
91,
g2 e G. Let E(G, H) denote the symmetric group on cos(G, H) . The above
action defines a homomorphism
0
: G -> E(G, H) .
In the image, the stabiliser of [identity] is O(H) . Therefore the stabiliser of [g] is cp(H)4'tg1
since [g] = [identity] " ( 9) . As
0
is a homomorphism, O(HI) = O(H)4t°i . The stabiliser of
(1)
If u 1 _ 1 u 1_ 2 . . . u 1 is represented as a word, then it has length Y
,t=1
m,. The algorithm
requires pi( '_ 1 m,+m) operations to determine cwt, and 4m1 operations to form
u 1 u,_ 1 u 1 from u1 _ 1 u 1 _ 2 u 1 . Hence, the total cost is
k
(t-1
\\ k- 1
pl
m,+m l l +4 Y m1 . (2)
1=1 J=1 1=1
Replacing
Y-, _ 1
m, by
E, _ 1
m,, we see that equation (2) is less than or equal to
k k-1 k k-1
M p 1 +3 nt 1 + (1+
E pi > mi,
i=1 i=1 i=1 1=1
which is less than equation (1) whenever
k
1 + E
P! IcI •
(3)
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[g1], [g2],
• [ga]
in the image of G is therefore
=
H°'
1
and the kernel of 0 is
n. . .
H°, which is called the core of H in G .
An algorithm for computing the core is given in Butler & Cannon (1979) . The
algorithm which we present for computing imq and kero is essentially the same except
that we wish to extract and store more information along the way . The algorithm, which
we call cosets homomorphism, works within G to compute ker4 and a base and strong
generating set of im4 .
In the description of the algorithm, let B =
[[gi], [g2] . .
.
. [gbaslen]]
be an initial
segment of a base for imo, and let S contain generators for each of the first baslen + 1
terms in the stabiliser chain of imcb relative to B . Let the subgroup K of G be
n ~
°_yi " H°J .
If K is normal in G, then
K =n,,,
H°,
the kernel of 0, and the algorithm terminates .
However, if
K :A KS
for some generator s of G, then the algorithm replaces
K by
baslen baslen
K nKS=
n
H°J n
n H
(J=1 J=1
)
This is done by
(a) forming K n H°iS n HO" n . . . n H01i°el°'
5
(b) appending the points [g 1 s],
[gzs], . • •, [gbnelens]
to the base B of imc/J, and
(c) computing a generating set of each new term in the stabiliser chain of imo by
taking the images of a set of generators of K n H°'S
n
Hoes
n
. . . n
H°JS
for each j,
I <
j < baslen .
In fact, only non-redundant base points are appended to B, and only non-identity
images are added to S .
The algorithm will work for any representation which allows the testing of membership
of an element in a subgroup, and the formation of the intersection of two subgroups . In
practice, these operations are efficient for permutation groups, even those of large degree
and very large order, so the algorithm may be applied to large permutation groups .
We are now in a position to discuss the six basic tasks .
1. Constructing the image of the group .
Provided we can work within the given representation of G, then algorithm cosets
homomorphism computes a base and strong generating set of im4 .
The problems of forming the image of an element of G, and of forming
[9baslen]
as an
integer in the range 1 to I G : HI are discussed below under (3) . They are required by the
above algorithm, however .
2. Constructing the kernel .
The algorithm also computes ker4 . If G is a permutation group, then the intersection
algorithm (Butler, 1982 ; Sims, 1971b) will produce a base and strong generating set of
ker4 from a base and strong generating set of H . Note that a base and strong generating
set of
H°jS
is easily formed by conjugation, as explained in section 3 .
3 . Constructing the image of an element .
In order to compute the image of an element g of G, it would seem that a list of coset
representatives of H in G is essential . In particular, this provides a bijection between the
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cosets and {1, 2, . . ., JG : HI} so that [g] may be determined as an integer . For an
arbitrary group, one may locate the coset of g by forming g'g -1 for each coset
representative g' in the list until g'g
- 1
is an element of H . For a permutation group, it
suffices to list the canonical representatives, form g from g using algorithm canonical
representative, and perform a hash search of the list in order to locate the coset of g .
The direct method of computing 0(g) is to compute the representative of g'g for each
coset representative g' in the list of representatives, in terms of its position in the list . For
permutation groups this requires IG : HI calls to algorithm canonical representative and
JG : HI hash searches .
Suppose g is given as a word in the generators of G, and the images of the generators
are known. Then 0(g) may be formed by evaluating the work in im4 . This requires the
length of the word times IG : HI operations . A special case occurs when G is a permutation
group with a base and strong generating set . Once the images of the strong generators are
formed (using the direct method if necessary), then the image of any element may be
formed by expressing it as a word in the strong generators and evaluating the word in the
image .
4. Constructing the preimage of an element .
Given an element h in imo, an element in the preimage of h can be computed provided
we store the preimages of the strong generating set S of im4 as produced by algorithm
cosets homomorphism . These preimages are simply the generators of K each time K is
reassigned, together with the generators of G. A word for h in the strong generators S is
formed, and evaluated in G using the preimages of the strong generators .
5. Constructing the image of a subgroup .
Given a subgroup L and G, a base and strong generating set of O(L) is determined from
the base B for imq') . This is a base for O(L) and the stabiliser chain of O(L) is
O(L) > ¢(L n Hg') > . . . > rb(L n H9 ' n . . . n H°baicn)= identity .
The intersections may be performed within G, and the images of the generators of the
intersections form a strong generating set relative to B.
Alternatively, a set of generators of O(L) may be computed and the known-base
Schreier method (Butler & Cannon, 1982) applied .
6. Constructing the preimage of a subgroup .
Given a set of generators of a subgroup L of imq5, we can determine a set of generators
for
0
-1(L) using (4) and (2) .
If G is a permutation group, then there is no direct method known for forming a base
and strong generating set of
0
-1(L) even if we are given a base and strong generating set
of L. There is, in general, no relationship between the cosets of H and the set of points Q
which we can exploit. Therefore, a Schreier method must be applied to in order to form a
(base and) strong generating set of
0
-1 (L) .
9. Homomorphisms in General
Given a group G and a set of generators of G, any homomorphism from G may be
defined by specifying the image of each generator . The image of an element g of G may be
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determined if we can determine
g
as a word in the generators of G . Preimages of elements
may be similarly determined, as may the images and preimages of subgroups . (The latter
provided the kernel of the homomorphism is known .)
An easy method to check whether an arbitrary set of images of the generators defines a
homomorphism is to see whether they satisfy a set of defining relations for G . The
algorithm of Cannon (1973) constructs a set of defining relations for a given set of
generators, while the algorithm of Leon (1980) constructs a presentation for a strong
generating set of a permutation group .
The kernel can be determined from a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of
elements of G . The representatives must be known as words in the generators of G . The
kernel is the normal closure of the subgroup generated by those class representatives
whose image is the identity .
These methods for checking whether a homomorphism is defined, and for computing
its kernel are described in Robertz (1976) .
The problem of determining an element
g
of G as a word in the generators is not trivial .
In the special case where G is a permutation group this problem has been solved . If the
generators form a strong generating set, then the Schreier vectors store sufficient
information to express an ele .ix ,:nt as a word in the (strong) generators of G . If the
generators of G do not form a strong generating set, then the Schreier methods may be
modified to compute not only a strong generating set (relative to some base) but also to
express each strong generator as a word in the generators of G
.
This work owes much to john Cannon . It started during his supervision of my thesis and is the
result of the many questions he has posed over the years . Discussions with Charles Sims led to
algorithm blocks image . John McKay ahd Hans Schwerdtfeger must be thanked for sponsoring two
years in Montreal where a good portion of this work was implemented .
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